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AC undervoltage, open or reverse

phase protection.

Features and Benefits

� Target seal-in units available

� Drawout case

Applications

� AC Machine undervoltage detection

� Reverse phase sequence detection

� Open phase detection on starting

Protection and Control

� Undervoltage

� Phase sequence

� Open phase

� Time delay available
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Description
The ICR is a three-phase voltage
operated induction-disk time
delay relay designed to respond
to phase sequence, open phase
or undervoltage. Each ICR relay
includes a basic induction-disk
unit and may also include dual
rated target seal-in units.

The ICR51A relay has a single
circuit closing contact which
opens on undervoltage or
reversed-phase sequence, and a
time dial for selecting the time
delay for the contact closing. This
relay does not have a target or
seal-in unit. When the relay is
adjusted to open its contact at 75
percent of rated voltage, the time
required to close the contact,
with rated voltage applied and a
time dial setting of 10, is 10 sec.

The ICR53 and ICR54 relays have
single pole double throw electri-
cally separate contacts. The left
contact opens on undervoltage or
reverse phase sequence and the
right N.C. contact may have a
target seal-in unit. Also, forms are
available with two target seal-in
units or no target seal-in units.
These relays do not have a time
dial.

In general the ICR53A, 53B and
53C relays will provide a time
delay of 1.2 sec if adjusted for 90
percent pickup and 80 percent
dropout when the voltage is
suddenly dropped from the rated
value to zero.

The ICR53D is similar to the other
ICR53 relays except it provides a
long time delay of 3 sec when the
applied voltage is suddenly
dropped to zero.

For a very short time delay of
0.17 sec, the ICR54A and 54B
relays are available.
Otherwise,they are similar to the
ICR53A and ICR53B.

Case Construction

The ICR53A is furnished in a
single-end (Sl) drawout case.

The ICR53 and ICR54 contain a
contact that is closed when the

relay is de-energized. For this
reason, these relays are supplied
in double-end (S2) drawout
cases. The external connections
are such that the relay coils are
energized when either the upper
or lower connection plug is put in
place.The relay will, therefore,
have time to open its closed
contact before the second
connection plug can be put in
place. It is necessary to have both
plugs in place before the contact
circuits are completed. Refer to
Figure 2.

ICR relays are used principally for
protection of ac machines from
undervoltage and, when starting,
from open-phase or reverse-
phase sequence. They are also
recommended for other applica-
tions, such as automatic
throw-over equipments, where it
is desired to check the presence
of three-phase voltage for correct
phase sequence.

Application 
The most extensive application of
these relays is in metal-clad
switchgear, where they are used
to prevent the starting of a
machine, if the phase and voltage
conditions of the circuit are not
correct. They also function to stop
the machine, if the voltage across
the relay terminals falls below a
predetermined value. Usually,
these relays will not disconnect a
running motor, if one phase of
the supply is open-circuited,
because the motor will supply
three-phase potential to the relay
even with one phase disconnect-
ed from the source. However,
these relays will prevent the start-
ing of the motor when one phase
is open, and will also prevent
starting in the wrong direction, if
the phase sequence is reversed.

Time delay of contact operations
may be necessary to prevent
shutdown on temporary dips in
voltage. Delay may also be
necessary to attain proper
sequential operation with other
devices in the control circuit.

Timing is determined by the cali-
bration settings of the right and
left contacts for all ICR relays
except the ICR51A which has one
normally open contact and a time
dial adjustment.

Operation
For these relays the induction
disk is actuated by a watt metric
type operating unit. The voltage
coils are located above and
below the operating disk. Phase
shift is provided in each coil by a
series capacitor to produce a
split-phase field which develops
torque on the induction disk.

Burdens
The burdens imposed by the two
potential circuits at rated voltage
and 60 Hz are as follows:

Contact Ratings
The current carrying rating of the
ICR contact circuit is determined
by whether the relay has a seal-in
unit and by the tap used on the
seal-in coil. Without a seal-in unit
the relay contacts will close and
carry 30 A for tripping duty and 2
A continuously at control volt-
ages of 250 VDC or less. Refer
Section 16 for contact data for
relays that include target seal-in
units.

When the contacts of the induc-
tion unit are not bypassed by the
seal-in unit contacts, they may try
to interrupt the circuit. The inter-
rupting rating of the contacts for
noninductive leads are as
follows:
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Connection Diagrams
Fig. 1. Typical external connections for the ICR53A or ICR54A 
(AC machine protection)

Fig. 2. Typical internal connections for ICR53A or ICR54A relay

Selection Guide
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